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•# What is the evidence?

•# What is the dynamical origin?
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•# What are the implications of chiral
# # # # # # # # # in the spectrum?

" Not by everyone! Not enough time!
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Data:
•# A weak, but nevertheless signi'cant symmetry between baryons the same I 

and J and of opposite parity.

•# Why not mesons?  We don(t have access to data of the same agreed$upon 
reliability.

•# Experiment:  Identify and classify baryon and meson resonances above 1.5 
GeV, especially Strangeness $1 and $2.

Possible origins
?# Could it be )restoration* of                                ?
# Not without further, so far unmotivated dynamical assumptions.
?# Could it be restoration of             in a sector where               is %for as yet 

unknown reasons& suppressed?  Needs further study.
?# Could it be collective restoration of parity symmetry spontaneously broken 

by intrinsic state?  Rigidity?  Beyond the leading Regge trajectory?
?# Could it be )restoration* of chiral symmetry at short distance?  Also needs 

further, strong dynamical assumptions, and wouldn(t apply to lowest states of 
each I and J.

#

Summary %in case I am not able to 'nish!&
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Early history

*F. Iachello, 1989

Existing analyses
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E. Klempt ,  hep$ph/0212241

L. Glozman, hep$ph/0304087

For earlier e!orts to make a quantitative judgment on the experimental evidence for 
parity doubling, see:  E. Klempt, Phys.  Lett.  B559, 144$152 %2003& +hep$ph/0212241,; 
L.Ya. Glozman Int.  J. Mod. Phys. A21, 475 %2006& +hep$ph/0411281,.   
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Require $$$
•# A statistically signi'cant, but unprejudiced, measure of 

correlation between states of opposite parity.
•# A set of )alternative worlds* on which to calculate correlation and 

compare with ours

Problems $$$
• # Large widths are hard to visualize
•# Di!erent resonances have di!erent statistical signi'cance
•# No reason to expect symmetry to be exact:  how to impliment a 

tolerance visually?
•# Because of widths, symmetry breaking, and obvious failure at low 

mass, it isn(t clear which state to identify with which.
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•# PDG Baryons are in better shape than mesons.  More data, more 
concordance, PDG(s )star system* for reliability.*

•# De'ne spectral density for positive and negative parity in each I, S 
& J channel. 

•# Test hypothesis that spectral functions are identical within a 
tolerance

•# Include widths and reliabilities %stars assigned by PDG, *, **, ***, ****&

Wj = 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25

****   ***   **     *  

 *  Although there is lots of new 
meson data that has not been 
integrated into the PDG analysis.  It 
may prove even more fruitful. See. for 
example, D. Bugg, hep$ex/0412045.

Our approach
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Comparison Set

•# Scramble parities within each data set with de'nite I, J, & S, 
keeping masses, width, and reliabilities 'xed.  Note:  total 
number of positive and negative parity states are held 'xed.

•# Ensemble is free from any parity correlations except for desirable 
feature that the total number of positive and negative parity 
states is roughly equal in each channel.  
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Nucleons and Deltas

Nucleons

86% CL
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Sigmas and Lambdas
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Comments on data

Nucleon and Delta parity doubling correlation is 
signi'cant.

Sigma and Lambda is not convincing.  More data 
needed.  For example, many Sigmas in 1.5 $$ 2.5 
GeV region lack spin$parity assignments.

Insu-cient data on Cascades for meaningful 
analysis

Motivates program to re$examine light hadron 
spectroscopy including many beams and processes
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Dynamics:  Executive summary!

This symmetry cannot be restored in the spectrum requires whole classes of 

also predicts larger iso$multiplets and strange and charm analogues.

Generate Weinberg$like sum rules which must be augmented by other %strong, 
unreasonable?, especially for Nc = 3& assumptions to obtain parity doubling, but 
only for large excitation in each spin and .avor channel.

Chiral invariance at short distances

Intrinsic deformation
The hadron as an extended semiclassical object, collectively quantized.  Parity 
doubling as parity restoration when the intrinsic state spontaneously violates 
parity.  But rigidity is a problem.  So is explanation beyond the leading Regge 
trajectory.

This symmetry can be restored in regions of the spectrum where the matrix 
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Exact %for massless quarks& but realized in the Nambu$Goldstone mode, with 
the appearance of pions transforming non$linearly.  

•# transform linearly into one another under chiral transformations?
# AND/OR
•# obey the symmetry relations characteristic of chiral symmetry %eg. 

generalized Goldberger Treiman relations?

Theorem %Callan, Coleman, Wess, Zumino&:  The most general irreducible 
representation of                                spontaneously broken to                are 
isospin multiplets that are also parity eigenstates.

Suppose you nevertheless went ahead and wrote down a representation of 
                               in which two degenerate baryons of opposite parity, B and B(, 
transform into one another.  +This is what is meant by chiral symmetry 
)restoration* in the literature.,  What(s wrong with that?

For a full discussion, see hep$ph/051108, PRL 96, 121601 %2006& 
and hep$ph/0602010
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change their chiral charges in arbitrary ways.  So )restoring* chiral 
symmetry means suppressing families of chirally invariant operators.

Postulate linear representation between two states of opposite parity

Non$linear 'eld rede'nition to eliminate non$derivative couplings
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What about relations between coupling constants?  %Generalized Goldberger$
Treiman relations&?

relations among coupling constants and masses,

So where does this leave us?
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How could you restore all the degeneracies and coupling constant 
relationships characteristic of chiral                                ?? 

Need to suppress families of chirally invariant operators

! 

!!

!!However this results in two entirely independent

# symmetries, one under which the pions transform non$linearly, and 

the other under which parity doubled hadrons transform linearly. 

!!For a model of this form, in which an in'nite number of couplings 

are set to zero by hand, see Cohen & Glozman, hep$ph/0512185.
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              restoration?

•# Like any explicitly broken continuous symmetry, it can be restored if 
the matrix elements of the divergence of the associated Noether 
current are suppressed.

•# The task becomes to see if the matrix elements of FF$dual are 
suppressed at moderate excitation in the hadron spectrum.  A project 
for lattice QCD?

•# This symmetry is explicitly broken by quantum .uctuations 
%instantons& and by the strange quark mass, without the appearance of 
Goldstone bosons %the     is not massless in the chiral limit& 
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Note:  since the symmetry is explicitly broken, the operator Q5 has high 
frequency components, capable of creating      from the vacuum, so the most 
one can hope for is )suppression of              symmetry violation* meaning that 
the matrix elements of           might be small in a region of the spectrum.

Since quark masses contribute to          , suppression seems impossible among 

Lattice studies?  Model studies?
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Conformational degeneracy?

•# Any )rigid body* where intrinsic state breaks parity, which is restored 
by quantizing collective coordinates, generating states of opposite 
parity split by tunneling amplitude.

•# Remember ammonia

•# Splitting between parity pairs is proportional to tunneling amplitude.  
Near degeneracy ! rigid con'guration.
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Nuclear example:

•# Parity violating intrinsic deformation occurs in the actinides:  223Ra, 
225 Ra, 223Th, ...

•# But even with so many degrees of freedom the system is not very rigid

223 Thorium
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Baryons

•# String, .ux$tube, bag models, all suggest that baryons become linear 
systems with triaxial symmetry on the leading Regge trajectory.

•# Rigidity?

•# Doesn(t explain low J 
parity doubling

•# Hyperons should show 
same structure

•# Mesons?
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Chiral Invariance at Short Distances

!! Chiral symmetry restoration at short distances in QCD is well understood.

!! Equivalent to deep Euclidean momentum.  Apply to comparison of scalar and 

!! QCDSR condensate saturation

# gives a superconvergence relation, 
which is the only input from short 
distance chiral symmetry restoration

!! Augment with additional dynamical assumptions...

Shifman
Afonin, +Andrianov,2, Espriu
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Augment with additional dynamical assumptions...
The superconvergence relation alone only requires that 
the two spectral functions become equal asymptotically

!                 !Mesons %may& become zero width resonances.  

!! Argument requires zero width for all masses.  In essence 

Nc → ∞

!!

Mass

Width

Current coupling

 !! Ignore widths

∆Mn −

1

π
∆Γn ∼

n→∞

alt
1

n3/2
 !! Include widths

Not convincing, 
Needs more 
dynamical support
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Summary, re.ections...

•# Parity doubling is a real phenomenon, at least among non$strange 
baryons.  More data are needed for strange baryons and mesons

•# Weinberg(s )mended symmetry* approach remains the best 
motivated %in my opinion& way to extract the spectroscopic 
implications of chiral symmetry beyond the Goldstone boson sector.

!!                                )restoration* seems, as yet, unmotivated.  Requires 
suppression of                                 invariant operators and predicts higher 
multiplet structure.  

!!

elements of              violating operators and predicts no parity doubling 
among strange %and charm& hadrons.

!! Perhaps conformational degeneracy along the leading Regge trajectory?
!!                                at short distances could have spectroscopic 

consequences but only with additional strong assumptions. 


